Abstract: Correlation processing of ocean ambient noise has been shown to reveal ocean environmental information. While theory confirms the efficacy of this procedure, experimental confirmation has been limited to either shallow water scenarios or the shipping noise regime. The basic issue of the potential utility of this procedure is the time needed to build up the relevant cross-correlation peaks that are diagnostic of the ocean environment. This time is a function of frequency/bandwidth, the ocean environment and noise structure/distribution, sensor separation and, if employed, the array configuration. We use existing shallow and deep-water data and theory, appropriately scaled, to estimate the sensing configurations necessary to realistically utilize noise correlation processing in the below 10 Hz, basin-scale regime. Arrays in the southern hemisphere that monitor loud, discrete Antarctic noise events may provide extremely valuable data for this processing.
INTRODUCTION
Acoustic tomography for measuring temperature change in the ocean depends on the information extracted from long-range deep water acoustic signals generated from active sources [1, 2] . For example, time or arrival structure may be accumulated over many years to extract information on temperature changes on anywhere from mesoscale time-scales to annual and longer times scales, the latter being indicative of global trends. In this paper, we explore some aspects of passively extracting similar information at the longer timescales. Passive means the utilization of existing noise sources and the key factors in utilizing these sources is their pervasive availability over the time-scales of interest and the available receiver apertures. Opportunistic sources can be classified as 1) stochastic: sea surface noise, diffuse distributions of shipping, diffuse seismic noise, etc. or 2) deterministic: specific man-made sounds, specific earthquakes, other specific geophysical events, etc. Diffuse man-made and natural ocean noise is described by the well-known Wenz curves as per Fig. 1 . Utilization of man-made shipping noise (~50-100 Hz) in deep water using correlation processing has already been demonstrated [4, 5] , though only over short ranges (~5 km). One can argue, as indicated in the next section, that longer ranges in this frequency band becomes problematic. Longer ranges, though, have been accomplished by using ocean microseisms ( ~.25 Hz) as the source and land-based seismic stations [6, 7] ; however, the low frequency receptions in the microseism band do not significantly reveal ocean environmental information. We are then left with either diffuse seismic events such as T-phase noise in the ~1-10Hz band [8] or geophysical events. such as specific activity at the edge of the Antarctic continent [9, 10] in approximately the same frequency band. [3] .
In this note we discuss the possibility of using either diffuse T-phase noise or specific Antarctic sources for extracting information of average temperature change in the ocean. For the former we use scaling arguments from noise measurements made in shallow water and for the latter, we use previous measurements of Antarctic ice generated tremors.
ON THE POTENTIAL UTILIZATION OF DIFFUSE LOW-FREQUENCY NOISE FOR LONG-RANGE ENVIRONMENTAL MEASUREMENTS
For a simple estimation of the utility of diffuse low-frequency noise such as T-Phase noise, we can model it as a diffuse distribution of sources with a center frequency of ~6 Hz and an approximate 10 Hz bandwidth. Over a year time scale, for example, CTBTO hydroacoustic stations have collected data consistent with the levels of the Wenz curves in this band.(see Fig. 2 ). Except for the fact that the sources are in the bottom, much of the analysis is similar to the surface generated diffuse noise theory [11] combined with correlation noise processing methods [12, 13, 14] . First we note that the SNR of the arrival peaks from the noise correlation method involves the inline sensor coherent receptions as the "signal" and the total noise field as the "noise." The correlation processing will produce a peak with SNR defined as the ratio of the strength of the correlation at the relevant time peak to the standard deviation of the correlation signal. This same idea for correlating beam outputs provides array gain to the processing akin to "split beam processing."
The issue with noise correlation processing is the length of time necessary to accumulate information with the sufficient accuracy. Results from one of our recent higher-frequency experiments [15 ] can be scaled to indicate the expected performance of this method for long-range deep water environments. Thus the scaling indicates that with a bandwidth reduction factor of .01, one would require 30000 seconds accumulation time to produce an SNR of about 15 dB for two 10-element arrays separated by 50 km. For 5000 km, an additional 20 dB is needed or in other words, about 8 hrs processing would give only about -5 dB SNR. Adding 10 dB to give an SNR of 5 dB would require of order of one month accumulation time which is still marginal. A year would bring the SNR to about 10 dB, which is a reasonable number. Now, the bandwidth gives us about 100 ms resolution and we are looking for changes of about .1 deg/year which corresponds to c~.3 m/sec. Over a 5000 km range, this corresponds to ~600 ms. Therefore, it is within the realm of possibility that two 10 -element arrays separated by order 5000 km could reveal a yearly trend of as little as .05 deg C. On the other hand, two 3-element triad arrays as we might have with the CTBTO facilities would have an SNR of order 3 dB (over a years time), a number probably too low for passive tomography of diffuse sources. However, any noise directionality favoring the southern Antarctic sources has not been factored into the above estimates--and Fig. 2 is certainly suggestive that this noise directionality is likely. Greater than 3-5 dB anisotropy may make CTBTO arrays viable for noise monitoring of long scale temperature changes in the ocean. While it is still only a hyporthesis that the use of the CTBTO arrays will yield useable results for temperature monitoring, the very fact that they can collect data over long time periods make it imperative that the data be examined vis a vis this potential application.
CORRELATING DISCRETE EVENTS OVER LONG RANGES
An alternative and possibly more viable method or passive acoustic thermometry is using discrete Antarctic events as reported by [9, 10, 16] , Such discrete loud events remain quite detectable at long ranges as indicated by observations and model calculation such as that in Fig. 3 in which a source was places at the 300 m channel depth (virtually at surface for this low frequency case). For the lowest frequencies, the source is "dipole-like" and one sees more of a final second mode arrival structure as opposed to the first mode crescendo typical of higher frequency deep channel propagation. The proposed processing on CTBTO arrays involved cross correlations of events (see [10 ] for a discussion of event localization/identification) combined with a dispersion search/matching optimization in order to determine range-averaged sound-speed changes over long times. Because of the high levels of the noise events, this method is not subject to the long accumulation times required for the diffuse correlation noise processing.
CONCLUSION
Correlation processing of data received on CTBTO type arrays and analyzed over multiyear intervals may provide range-averaged information of temperature changes in the ocean. The methods suggested in the paper have already been applied to either shorter ranges at higher frequencies of long ranges in seismology. The low frequency range suggested in this note eliminates much of the degradation due the internal waves and provides some averaging over larger mesoscale oceanography. Further, by locating the sensors north of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current which is basically an acoustic scrambler [17] , the correlation processing and subsequent analysis will be greatly simplified. In conclusion, the CTBTO arrays are potentially an important tool in monitoring the average ocean temperature over long time periods. 
